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There are two important requirements that Muslims have to adhere to; (1) the 

words of the Quran and (2) the teachings & conduct of the Prophet Mohammed 

(pbuh) which is known as the Hadith and Sunnah and so I will try to give examples 

from both on ecological issues. 
 

Now, like any other well developed religion, Islam cannot be seen as just having a 

set of discreet individual instructions but must be viewed as a holistic approach 

on how to live and within that the concept of sustainability and ecology is 

encompassed. 
 

I want to begin by reciting the start of The Quran: 

Bismillah Ir Rahman Ir Rahim,  Alhumdulilahi Rabil Alla Min (Quran: S1:1  - Surah 1, Verse 1) 
 

In the name of God the Most Gracious, Merciful 

Lord of all the Worlds 
 

Here the Quran uses the plural for World. So from the very beginning it is trying 

to say to Man that you are not the centre and that there are other worlds, 

environments and species and so the inference must be do not be too egocentric. 
 

In Islamic thought, Man is only one part of the environment and that all creatures 

are valuable parts of the infrastructure of, what may be described as, a greater 

conscience. 
 

The Quran says: 
 

"There is not an animal in the Earth nor a creature flying on two wings, but they 

are Nations like you" (S6:38) 
 

emphasising the point that like humankind can be described as a Nation so too 

can other creatures be described as Nation and with it all that it implies. 
 

and it goes on to say: 
 

"Surely the creation of the heavens and the earth is greater than the creation of 

Man; but most people know not" (S40:57) 
 

It is therefore quite evident that Man is not free to pursue the course of 

environmental damage just for the immediate 'betterment' of man for other 

creatures have equal rights of existence and livelihood. 
 



 

The Islamic doctrine towards ecology can be summed up in 4 concepts: 
 

1. Fitra - which refers to creation as an original natural order 
 

2. Tawhid - the unity of creation, which tells us that all things in the 

world are interrelated and because they are equal signs of God, are important, 

valuable and worthy of preservation 

- similar to the theory of Gaia by James Lovelock (A New Look at Life on Earth) 
 

3. Mizan - balance, is the state of well ordered creation and which must be 

maintained 
 

4. Khilafa - referring to the role of mankind as Trustee of creation 
 

So in Islamic teachings, ecological balance is placed in a cosmological setting of 

the world with nature, man, heaven and earth forming a natural well balanced 

order. The damage to our world is being caused because of our anthropocentric 

view which places man at the centre and gives him free rein. There are some 

scholars (Prof Seyyed Hossein Nasr, George Washington University) in the Islamic world who 

argue that the environmental crisis is actually a spiritual crisis and caused by a 

lack of consciousness with our place in the world and universe. 
 

Now coming to some specific examples from the Quran. Of course, as the earth is 

mentioned 400 times and the Sky and beyond are mentioned 300 times and I 

have 5 minutes so only a few examples. 
 

The Quran says: 
 

"walk on the earth in humility" (S25:63) 
 

and scholars have interpreted this to mean "protect natures bounties". There are 

also about 700 verses in the Quran which exhorts the believers to reflect on 

nature. 
 

And in an even more profound verse the Quran states: 
 

"the seven heavens and the earth and all that is therein praise him and there is 

not such a thing but hymneth his praise; but ye understand not the praise. Lo! he 

is ever Clement, Forgiving (Q17:44) 
 

Incidentally, this verse is very reminiscent of some Hindu scriptures and also 

some Tribal religions statements on the 'consciousness' of everything i.e. that 

trees, animals, forests and even the earth hymns Gods praise. This of course, 

shows, regardless of popular conceptions, the closeness of ALL religions and not 



just those referred to as the "Abrahamic Faiths". The Quran, in this verse is again, 

elevating all things within the earth and heavens to a higher order and telling 

man that just because he may not understand this it is nevertheless true and that 

man is not all that matters in the universe and others have inalienable rights to 

existence but at the same time the Quran is extolling man to reach that higher 

'conscience'.  
 

A final couple of verses from the Quran before I speak about some examples from 

the Prophets life. This Quranic verse is to do with trusteeship and it's paramount 

importance within Islamic thought and hopefully conduct. 
 

"And the earth we stretched out and have thrown on it firm mountains, and have 

caused to grow upon it everything a measured quantity. And we have made for 

your means of livelihood therein, and for those for whom ye have not to provide" 

(Q15:19) 
 

"Lo! We offered the trust, unto the heavens and the earth and the hills But they 

shrank from bearing it and were afraid of it and Man assumed it! Lo! he is tyrant 

and fool" (Q33:72) 
 

Again speaking about natural order, unity of creation, balance, and man's 

trusteeship of the earth - though interestingly it says that Man was a fool to 

accept it and he is a tyrant! (maybe God knows something that we can only guess at) 
 

Moving on to some examples from the Prophets life - this is important in Islamic 

thought because the Quran is a book of theory and the Sunnah is practice of the 

Prophet in the implementation of that theory and which allows one, in trying to 

perform the requirements of the Quran, to interpret it depending on the specific 

circumstance of his time, geography, technology and understanding. 
 

One aspect of environmental sustainability, that we can all relate to living in this 

crowded city, is that of cleanliness and the Prophet said: 
 

"Picking a bone or other dangerous or harmful thing from the way is a charity" [Al-

Bukhari & Muslim] 
 

He said about the environment: 
 

"Whosoever plants a tree, or grows crops, and a man, bird or an animal or beast 

eats its fruit, it is a charity for him" [Al-Bukhari] 
 

and He went on to say: 
 

"plantation is so important that even if doomsday starts and a person has a palm 

seedling or palm shoot in his hands he should plant it"[Al-Bukhari III:51] 



 

The Prophet advised that the Earth should not be overexploited or abused and 

that it had its own rights including rights of fauna and flora. He created 

environmental zones called hima and harim, where resources were left 

untouched and he gave rights to beast of burden telling believers to treat them 

with kindness and not to overburden them.  
 

Another aspect of Islam that he propagated was that of moderation. This is both 

in terms of personal consumption and in terms of business and governmental 

policies. 
 

On the personal note he said " do not waste water even if you are near a river" - 

for us it may mean switch off the lights; in business he advised to "only make just 

profits" - well what can I say about that standing in the  middle of the Banking 

district - and the State was advised that even in times of war to "never cut down 

trees and be ever kind to animals"  
 

The Prophets attitude towards sustainable use of land, conservation of water and 

treatment of animals shows the importance of environmental matters in Islam. 
 

With regards to the concept of the earth he said 
 

"the earth has been created for me as a mosque and as a means of purification" 

[Al-Bukhari I:331] 
 

with these words the Prophet is emphasising the sacred nature of earth and soil 

not only as a pure entity but also as a purifying agent. 
 

Specifically with regards to animals he said: 
 

" if anyone wrongfully kills even a sparrow, let alone anything greater, he will face 

God's interrogation" [Mishkat al Masabih] 
 

and also: 
 

"All creatures are God's dependent and the best amongst Man is the one who is 

most helpful to God's dependent" [Abu Ya'la] 
 

and in a more worrying note he said: 
 

"the only reason that God does not cause punishment to pour over Man are the 

elderly, the suckling babes and the animals which graze upon your lands" 
 

All these sayings & conduct emphasize the close connection between Man and 

Earth & the duty to be both just and kind and to act as Trustees and not owners. 
 



Finally, I would like to end with one saying from the Prophet which has also been 

paraphrased by others, including Gandhi, but it serves as a lesson for all those 

who want to live more ecologically: 
 

The Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) said: 
 

"Act in your life as though you are living forever and act for the Hereafter as if you 

are dying tomorrow" 
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